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From the Editor’s Desk

“Basic religious literacy is lacking even in seminaries, where many ministers-in-the-making are unable to describe the distinguishing marks of the denominations they are training to serve” (7). While many could identify positively with the statement — at least anecdotally — the committee members engaged in a spirited discussion about the legitimacy or inadequacy of it both within their contexts and in the larger world of theological education.

In order to subject the issue to a scholarly analysis, the committee sought to assemble a distinguished panel of theological educators to investigate the implications of theological illiteracy on the curriculum, instruction, and institutional practice of theological education, making it the subject of a Special Topics Forum at the 2008 AAR Annual Meeting. The papers produced for that session have been further developed here for this issue of Spotlight on Theological Education.

The writers are from a variety of seminary contexts and scholarly disciplines and have been asked to reflect upon the implications of theological illiteracy for theological education on the work of teaching, the formation of leaders, and ways that theological educators define their mission. For their task, they considered questions such as: How do scripture courses function when students no longer know Bible stories? How do field educators place persons in ministerial settings when students know nothing about their church’s polity or history? How do we do theology or religious education when we would-be pastors need a basic understanding of a tradition? How can we teach interreligious dialogue when students know other traditions, but not their own?

For Lee Butler, one of the primary influences creating theological illiteracy in seminarians involves the ways in which American culture dualistically interprets the separation of church and state. This type of dualism extends theologically to a student’s claim that he or she is “spiritual, but not religious.” He calls for theological educators to shift away from a training mode to an educating mode so that they can begin to see theological illiteracy as the “beginning of a process instead of a product.”

Historian Daisy Machado challenges Prothero’s description of the lack of religious literacy in the United States, and argues that, in fact, the United States population is quite religious. The more important problem that she perceives is that people do not care about religion and do not see it as an important reality in their lives or in the world. Thus, she sees the crucial challenge for theological education to be honoring the religious literacy that students bring to the seminary, discovering ways to make the Bible matter through engaged scholarship, and creating seminary teaching and curriculum that is connected to the concerns of communities.

From the perspective of the theological field education, Emily Click understands multiple meanings for literacy that require diverse types of professional preparation. She understands religious literacy to involve not just understanding content, but a “readiness of heart, an openness of spirit to fruitful questioning” in the face of complexity.

Elizabeth Conde-Frazier, a religious educator, examines theological illiteracy through analysis of a “World Religions in Dialogue” course. The course uses personal history as a starting point to understand and to articulate the students’ particularity of experience within the Christian tradition. From the expression of that particularity, theological literacy is developed that assists the students in their understanding of other religious traditions.

John Thatamanil considers the problems that theological illiteracy poses for teaching comparative theologies. He examines lack of knowledge of spiritual disciplines, lack of understanding of intra-Christian diversity, and ignorance of Christian attitudes to other faith traditions, along with the temptation of unchristian eclecticism, as major challenges that theological illiteracy brings to the student of comparative theology. He finds that each problem also holds within it a source of promise for the development of theological literacy.

The history of religious communities suggests that each era presents its own particular version of the problem of theological illiteracy to which theological education must respond. It is our hope that these reflections shed new light and develop fresh ideas for the era that will contribute to this ongoing discussion.
An important dimension of theological illiteracy is actually imbedded in American culture. We can hear it in our confusions and concerns related to our interpretations of the separation of church and state. This fundamental Americanism supports the dualistic, dichotomous thinking that marks much of the Western world. I consider this one of the primary influences of theological illiteracy. I believe it expresses itself so strongly today because of the culture’s insistence on religion being “the problem” of the day.

The current manifestation of United States culture expresses an ever-deepening commitment to a spirituality that stakes a claim of being “spiritual, but not religious” without understanding the religious declaration being made by such a claim. Many people willingly profess a spiritual power at work within the human being, a power that can be nurtured through meditative practices. Yet, spiritual power is often regarded as power that is independent of religion, of church tradition and is, therefore, unrelated to theological commitments. The contrast that many have established declares theology is about God, spirituality is about humanity, and religion it about people’s godly practices. With this understanding, they declare, “I am spiritual, but not religious.”

Religion, Spirituality, and American Culture

Spirituality and Theological Education

This disposition has found a home within many theological seminaries and divinity schools. Professors and ministry mentors who have been wounded and disillusioned by the “faith of the Church” are guiding and misguided religiously disenfranchised students and mentees who have come to seminary after having sensed a movement of the Spirit. That spiritual experience, often understood in a universal way by virtue of its separation from a particular religious tradition and theology, is being interpreted as a call of God without a traditional container for discerning a call. Also, we may overlook these attention to the seminary from the multitude of many paths that have converged in a syncretistic confession of faith. It is not unusual for students to enter a liberal theological institution with a confession formed by a variety of Eastern religions, Wicca, humanism, Islam, atheism, and other expressions blended into a non-Christianity.

These dynamics are further complicated by a dialectical tension between denominationalism, non-denominationalism, and new forms of religiosity. As we are in the throes of what some are calling another Church Reformation, denominations that are being challenged with the threat of extinction are clinging with non-denominational conservation over biblical interpretations regarding why people are suffering and dying. And neither of these is addressing the new religious insights that these claims are rooted in a social justice or social justice humanism. Consequently, launching a campaign to address illiteracy as a unidimensional problem (e.g., as being only about students) might provoke educators to become theological apologists at best and “litmus-testing gatekeepers” of traditions at worst. Whether denominations or gatekeepers matter not. Either way, we will lose sight of the task of education if the burden of knowledge is placed upon the theology student. If this happens, I think we will surrender our calling and dismantle the enterprise of theological education from the inside out. We, theological faculties, must reimage why we do what we do; and for students, this means viewing without the burden of having to develop new programs that are intended to tap new markets for the purpose of attending to our institutions’ fiscal crises.

The Role of Theological Educators

Many faculties must make the critical paradigm and pedagogical shifts to become theological educators instead of emphasizing theological training in the name of education. Too many of our colleagues are sharing important insights from their respective disciplines in core requirements, yet have no idea how their important insights fit into a MDIV curriculum intended to prepare persons for ordained ministry. Many theological institutions develop their MDIV curriculum on a model of higher and lower theological disciplines. The higher disciplines — purported to require more critical thinking skills — place much of the burden for the preparation for ministry on the “practical disciplines,” which are often seen as the stepchildren of theological education. One might ask, for example, “How do scripture courses function when students no longer know Bible stories?” In actuality, many Bible scholars actually prefer that students not have knowledge of Bible stories because “Sunday school education” tends to get in the way. The larger challenge is: If students do not know Bible stories, on what have they based their discernment to declare their calls to ministry? Yielding to theological illiteracy, many are now being invited to seminary who profess, “I don’t know if I have been called to ministry; but I know I have been called to seminary.” This is another way, I believe, of expressing “spiritual, but not religious.”

Curricular Foci

If the redress of theological illiteracy encourages us to focus on a Bible “higher traditions,” one might suggest that the theological enterprise should scaffold these attention to the Bible and, perhaps, earlier attention to denominational history and polity. However, the extent to which the theological enterprise has been constructed by hierarchy and the compartmentalization of disciplines has already placed biblical and systematic/dogmatic theologies in superior positions. A more appropriate redress may be to blow the trumpets that will bring down the compartmentalized walls allowing for a redesign that will be more interdisciplinary and equitable and will actually educate instead of train. This new construction should also make room for theological education to have a closer relationship with contextual education and denominational judicatory. The realization that this closer relationship is implied through our relationship with field educators, but their influence is rarely felt when it comes to decisions made about core curriculum.

Illiteracy among Colleagues

Theological illiteracy is made more complex by the fact that many theological educators are also theologically illiterate. Frequently, the only theological postcard they know is that they have limited knowledge and little appreciation for the ins and outs of many ethnic religious traditions and divergent theological positions. This was evidenced in the public arena with the Trinity United Church of Christ—Jeremiah A. Wright Jr. controversy last year. Try to recall the plethora of illiterate opinions that cluttered about the work of black theology and the life of black church. Trinity Church was described as a separatist cult and condemned. Wright was described as a lunatic and metaphorically lynched. The black churches that subscribe to black theology were described as anti-American and irrelevant. Not many theological educators were actually willing to jump publicly into the media fray to bring clarity.

Another example of this illiteracy occurred while I was interviewing for a faculty position at a predominantly white theological school. Although I had, at that time, taught at two different predominantly white seminaries for more than ten consecutive years, when it became clear to the interviewers that my passion is in the area of African-American pastoral theology, it was declared by members of that faculty, “We don’t have many African-American students here, and you will not [as an African-American man] be able to teach white women.” The obvious statement is that African-American religious studies is only good for African-Americans while other theological approaches are universally good. The pervasive nature of theological illiteracy means that care must be taken not to define theological literacy too narrowly.

Inspiring Teachers

Theological educators must become students of theology in order to inspire theology students to become learners and lovers of the theological enterprise. Theological educators must also mentor theology students in such a way that they see ministry as a theological activity. This task and challenge is great because the spiritually minded students who enter the teaching/learning space of the theological enterprise encounter the theological enterprise rather than education on their minds. If the educational pedagogy is directed by theological illiteracy, performance expectations and standards are lowered in ways that allow for theological institutions to be understood as professional training schools by all parties involved, the educational process becomes a miseducation, ultimately promoting theory and practice without praxis and thereby legitimizing theological illiteracy. If learning theory is only training, and if the pedagogy structures questions intended to produce measurable outcomes to say one has been trained, then the theological enterprise is more likely to graduate students who have not synthesized thought or done much to integrate their experience into their being. This approach will perpetuate the theological illiteracy that the person entered with and will encourage the theology student to become a performer of the arts of ministry without having the reflection gifts of spontaneity and improvisation.

Whereas theological education should be regarded as the theoretical that gives way to, and is an integral part of, praxis, there has been a tendency to reduce praxis to practice and to dualize theory and practice. This results in a tendency to relativize or universalize the human experience by reductionism, meaning, the theological enterprise promotes a methodology that reduces everything to simplicity.

Lee H. Butler Jr., Chicago Theological Seminary

Lee H. Butler Jr. is professor of theology and psychology at the Chicago Theological Seminary (CTS). An ordained minister of the American Baptist Churches in the United States since 1998, he joins the CTS faculty as assistant professor of theology and psychology in 1998. A former director of the CTS Master of Divinity program, and the focal point of theological reflection, it also means a person lacks the critical resources, like Bible stories, for engaging in critical theological reflection. The problem of theological illiteracy, however, is not limited to entering students and budding theologues. The problem is a pervasive issue that includes professor and student alike. This essay suggests a way of understanding and addressing theological illiteracy within the theological enterprise and proposes to theological educators a course of action for engaging theological illiteracy.
Daring to Engage the World
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T
HE SOCIOLOGIST Peter Berger once remarked that if India is the most religious country in the world and Sweden the least, then the United States is a nation of Indians ruled by Swedes. We all know that this is not the reality we are living in today and, since the very prominent publication of the Moral Majority in the 1980s (and as a historian I can tell you that this has been the case for many decades before that), religion is very much part of the politics of the United States. However, the focus of this paper is not on politics and religious liturgy, which is a topic one can barely keep from responding to, but on the theological enterprise and the effect of theological illiteracy upon that enterprise. The pressing issue facing those of us who teach in seminaries, and especially for those who teach in denominational affiliated seminaries, is how do we respond to this very real theological illiteracy? However, as we look around us and hear the many voices that are attempting to provide an answer to this question, we realize that in an attempt to prove a solution, I think an even greater problem is being created, one that challenges seminaries and schools of theology in very profound ways. Let me begin with the well-known author Steven Prothero, who tackles the issue of religious illiteracy in his bestseller, Religious Literacy. In an interview on the problem, Prothero moves beyond the confessional nature of biblical literacy to a broader issue. In an archived debate that appeared in the Washington Post “On Faith” website, Prothero says,

“Americans know surprisingly little about their own religions, or those of others. Many Protestants can’t tell you any of the four Gospels. Many Catholics can’t name the Seven Sacraments. Many Jews can’t tell you the first book of the Hebrew Bible. But this isn’t just a religious problem; it is a civic one. Whether you like it or not, American political debates — about abortion, stem cell research, and the environment — are shot through with religious reasons. And it is impossible to understand the international scene, not least the war in Iraq, without some basic understanding of Islam and other religions.”

Prothero further argues that while there are many other kinds of illiteracies in this country, such as geographical, historical, and scientific, “religious illiteracy is particularly dangerous, since it is in the name of religion that so much evil (and good) is done in the world.” Surely this argument holds some validity. To say — the study of religion is important for the public good, for developing adolescents who, when they become adults, will be aware of and sensitive to religion because it has civic value. Prothero suggests that a key way to respond to this illiteracy is to teach the Bible along with world religion courses beginning in the public high schools. For those who will immediately jump in opposition to this proposal, Prothero responds,

“The Supreme Court has repeatedly said not only that the academic study of religion is constitutional but also that it is important. For example, this ruling in the光电 philosophy and public education case, ‘It might well be said that one’s education is not complete without a study of comparative religion or the religious systems of the world, and it is important to the advancement of civilization. It certainly may be said that the Bible is worthy of study for its literary and historical qualities. Nothing we have said here indicates that the study of the Bible or of religion, when presented objectively as part of a secular program of education, may not be effected consistent with the Establishment Amendment’.”

Clearly Prothero is appealing to a broad teaching curriculum that is not just Bible-centered but allows for a dialogue with other religious traditions and religious texts. This type of curriculum can be very valuable and may indeed make the high schools of this nation find value in religion and religious texts. Perhaps those who are opposed to public schools teaching religion in the Bible are already currently being taught in the public schools even if the numbers are presently low. According to research done by the Bible Literacy Project, only 8 percent of the nation’s public schools offer Bible electives and the Bible Literacy Project wants to see that number increase to 80 percent; they are working to make that number a reality. Their classroom text, The Bible and Its Influence, which is currently used in 262 schools in forty states is “the first and only textbook created for public high school literature or social studies electives about the Bible” (see the Bible Literacy Project website). But what is really going on here? Is this the response that Prothero intended? The many critics of the Bible Literacy Project, including the Society of Biblical Literature (SBL), say this project is not the Bible and it is not literary. In SBL’s review of The Bible and Its Influence, the reviewer, Steven McKenzie, makes this observation,

“There is no real critical analysis concerning such matters as authorship, date, and history of biblical books. The treatment of the biblical material is essentially a superficial summary of content. Statements in the text are, for the most part, accepted at face value without the recognition that such acceptance is in itself an interpretation. . . . Perhaps, therefore, the main question raised by this textbook is why biblical scholarship as an academic discipline is so blantly ignored in a work that professes to provide an academic approach to the Bible. Certainly, part of the answer lies in the nature of the Bible as a word written in the scriptural language of many faith communities.”

And what informs that push against an academic approach to the Bible? McKenzie also writes, “Some of that suspicion may well have influenced the conception and composition of this part. But the responsibility for the suppression of the Bible also lies with our profession to the extent that we as scholars have tended to isolate ourselves and our discipline, failing to engage the wider readership of the Bible.”

The challenge again falls into the categories that theological schools have been dealing with since their inception: how do you teach faith? And to give it a more historical ring, How does faith seek understanding? Teaching religion and the sacred texts of those religions is not and cannot be a purely scientific and neutral task; religious education should be subversive education because it dares to hold up a mirror to our culture and our world. However, in the case of the United States, because of its long history of manifest destiny and empire, because it has created and upheld its national myths by using biblical language and religion (i.e., the United States as “the ark of salvation of the nations,” as “the light upon the hill”), Prothero’s suggestion to teach religion in the public schools can only be fraught with spiritual and literal peril. Indeed, those who de cry the Bible Literacy Project as a tool of the Religious Right because of the names that make up its board, to those who see the teaching of education as a job that should continue to blend Christianity and capitalism, to those who call for a strict separation of the teaching of any religion in a public institution, how will the reality of such a profound religious and biblical literacy in this nation be addressed?

For seminaries and schools of theology, this question must translate into a matter of curricul um. What do Bible courses need to look like? Do we try to respond to the lack of basic biblical knowledge found in the majority of seminarians? But beyond Bible courses, this same biblical illiteracy has an impact in theological and seminaries classes, in homiletics and sermon writing, and in church history courses, as well as worship classes and, of course, in Christian education courses. But can we truly believe that the newly entering seminarians of Prothero’s future will have more biblical knowledge how and be more in tune with religion, more open and aware of the role of religion in social change, because they have studied religion and the Bible in high school and then built upon that with more classes in college? I have many doubts about this scenario precisely because the problem is not that people in the United States don’t know much about the Bible, but that they basically don’t care and this is an entirely different matter.

The crucial challenge to seminaries that are engaged in the theological enterprise is to make the Bible accessible (in this case, through a Bible course and the Bible truly matter. The challenge for theological schools is to do what McKenzie notes has not been done or has been done ineffectively; to engage the work of biblical scholarship which means to intersect our teaching/curriculum across our disciplines with the living communities that surround our schools. The hard fact is that the diverse world we live in demands a seminary curricu lum that dares to engage the world, so that our students begin to think in biblical matters and how Christianity can not only speak a word to the politician whose ethical behavior brings us all shame, but also reexamine our own concepts of ourselves and poverty given the present economic crisis we all face — or to look again at the manifestation of sin that is the contemporary world. And this is also the time to take a very close and hard look at the many communities of faith that our theological schools and seminaries have ignored for so long. Making the Bible matter and teaching biblical literacy means to learn from and respect those many communities, especially racial and ethnic communities, for whom the Bible has been the core text for their survival in a society filled with racism and fear. Having grown up in a Latinx ecclesial church in New York City, where study of the Bible, and especially memorization of biblical passages, was part of a continuous Christian education as children and adolescents, I want to remind my colleagues in such settings that there may be many students like this younger version of myself in your classes. I certainly cannot attest to how the academic study of religion in seminaries helped me to expand my understanding of different religious horizons; how it helped me to see the use of the Bible as less of a private text that spoke to my spiritual needs and created in me an appreciation for the Bible as a text that spoke to humanity in ways that were much more profound than confessional statements. However, I also must say that I was able to find a voice in the Bible and I was so grounded in the text, because I had read the Bible, I had memorized it, because it was a text that connected to my life because it mattered.

Our goal as professors in seminaries is not “to beat the Bible out” of students because we feel this kind of reading of the Bible is too simplistic, too literal, too unenlightened, too oriented to the too secular to even be considered and much more profound than confessional statements. However, I also must say that I was able to find a voice in the Bible and I was so grounded in the text, because I had read the Bible, I had memorized it, because it was a text that connected to my life because it mattered. Our goal as professors in seminaries is not “to beat the Bible out” of students because we feel this kind of reading of the Bible is too simplistic, too literal, too unenlightened, too oriented to the too secular to even be considered and much more profound than confessional statements. However, I also must say that I was able to find a voice in the Bible and I was so grounded in the text, because I had read the Bible, I had memorized it, because it was a text that connected to my life because it mattered. Our goal as professors in seminaries is not “to beat the Bible out” of students because we feel this kind of reading of the Bible is too simplistic, too literal, too unenlightened, too oriented to the too secular to even be considered and much more profound than confessional statements. However, I also must say that I was able to find a voice in the Bible and I was so grounded in the text, because I had read the Bible, I had memorized it, because it was a text that connected to my life because it mattered.
I imagine that throughout the history of educational theory, teachers have worried over whether their students have come into programs with adequate preparation. At one time, the concerns may have centered on whether students had sufficient knowledge of Greek or Latin to read ancient texts. Today’s teachers similarly express concern over the inadequate preparation of their students, usually focusing on the lack of church attendance, membership, and experience of their students. Here, I will focus on other skills that we have to think about preparation for theological study. There are multiple meanings to the concept of literacy, which implies there may be diverse types of preparation that will best enable students to engage fully in theological learning experiences. I begin by considering what I expect students to come into theological education ready to do. What skills would I hope they bring, and what level of understanding I would hope they have.

Let me briefly describe a few unique or particular aspects of our programs at Harvard Divinity School. One outstanding feature of our present MDiv program is an interfaith engagement. We now have a curricular requirement that every MDiv first declare the religion on which they will focus, and that they then take at least three courses in another religious tradition beyond the one on which they will focus the majority of their studies. We make this requirement out of a conviction that students benefit from preparing for ministry through deep engagement with multiple traditions. Put another way, one only knows one’s own tradition well if one also knows another.

This curricular requirement also creates practical realities that mean students must learn to express their own convictions while actually learning from studies in which students read Gregory and Emerson, as well as texts like one written by a Voodoo priestess who engaged ministry in New York City. Students disoriented in unfamiliar small groups, where they share their own faith journeys. We coach students to expect that the very faith discovery that was liberative for them might be the faith journey from which a neighboring student might just be fleeing. These dynamics, as you might expect, lead sometimes to misunderstandings and disagreements. Yet they also lead us all, staff, students, and faculty alike, to constantly work on developing the ability to partner as learners across lines that often divide in the wider society. They lead all of us to confront our own limitations, not only to honor our own deepest convictions, and yet to listen and speak and act as respectfully as possible across those “dividing lines.”

You can anticipate, therefore, that what I think of as literacy, or preparedness to enter into theological engagement, might differ from what other teachers in theological education might long for. I want students who are ready to critique their own stances and to study other positions and actions with openness to how those traditions might deeply inform their own convictions. Not every student is ready to do this work, but I find it useful to assess such readiness, and one cannot administer a test that measures knowledge in the content of just one religious tradition. Instead, students are likely to be ready for this work if they have already engaged in work that has been messy but compelling, and if they have brought passion into that work even before they enter theological education.

In his recent book Earthen Vessels, Dan Alsheimer tells a story from his own early seminary days. It was the 1970s and one day in May the Ohio National Guard opened fire on students at Kent State, killing four of them. He says that the seminary decided to have a day of prayer in response. He was taking a class from Wayne Oates, whom he describes as “one of the school’s best-known profilers. He had one whom students thought was especially wise.” Alsheimer tells how Oates handled class that day:

“After the bell rang, and the last few students straggled in, he looked over the lectern and said, this has been declared a day of prayer. My son is in the Meekong Delta, on a gun boat, fighting in this war. My name sake, Wayne Barnett (son of another seminary professor), fell the country because he concluded, as a Christian, to be an immoral war. You tell me how to pray.” He was quiet for a while, then said, “Class dismissed,” and walked out the door. At first, none of the students left. We just sat quietly in our chairs. Our moral certainty was stopped in its tracks by the complexity of prayer in morally ambiguous moments. The fundamental need for humility was apparent. To begin in prayer, to start the day, might be called “illiteracy.” An abundance of curiosity that has not been matched by diligence in extending difficult study over time is unlikely to sufficiently prepare a student for the range of experiences and studies at our school. Similarly, a student who has only focused on amassing details of religious traditions, but has never engaged their heart or passion on their energies in difficult engage-ment with intractable life problems, or entered into the sorts of captivating relationships that teaching religious studies requires in demanding contexts, is perhaps equally “illiterate” for the work we will expect them to complete in the classroom and beyond.

Earlier, I described several of the defining characteristics of Harvard Divinity School’s curriculum: its focus on interfaith study in preparation for ministry and its fostering of respect across divergent traditions. I would also like to describe the curriculum in this time. As we prepare ministers who will serve as congregational pastors, community organizers, lawyers, journalists, and as professionals in many other settings, we focus on developing a lasting habit of heightened imagination, as one crucial competence for ministry in an increasingly complex context. Additionally, we foster the development of what we call pastoral agility. This phrase, often employed by my colleague Stephanie Paulsell, points toward the ability to hold one’s convictions in such a way as to imagine those convictions might change, and to employ both faithful actions and ways of engaging social justice. So I as a contemplative to our goal to develop imaginations and foster pastoral agility, I return to the type of literacy that will best prepare them to come and be part of this exercise.

In an article on integrative learning, Mary Ann Davies talks about helping students develop the capacity to “recognize the interrelationships that shape their world.” (“The History Teacher,” Integrative Studies: Teaching for the Twenty-first Century, Vol. 34 No. 4, August 2001, 471). Students will gain the most out of theological education, I believe, if they are already practiced at recognizing how diverse disciplines inform each other. They may develop such abilities in great religious studies programs, but they may also develop this competence through other routes as well. I do want to name a kind of illiteracy that I have seen that can block students from fully learning in our environment. It is the uncriti-cal adoption of assumptions about Christianity, as the dominant religion, is a monolithic problematic religion that has not ever fostered self-critical capacities in its leaders. The abundance of evidence that some Christians are highly ignorant and take their dominant position of privilege as an excuse to oppress others is unfortunate. But there is a small minority of students who have never encountered the multiplicity of Christian perspectives and who sometimes reject Christianity as a valid and ethical religion. This is one kind of illiteracy that I think can prevent students from taking full advantage of education in a school with a tradition of Christianity, but which now engages fully in multiple faith traditions. I find an environ-ment in which such questions live both inside and outside the classroom the very best for preparing ministers of many traditions. For such is a world in which we find the multiplicity of understandings, each of which must be considered and engaged in order for the best cooperative action to become imaginable.

I will conclude with another quote from Earthen Vessels he asks, “What is learning for religious vocation? It is the development of theological understanding that
Theological Literacy through World Religions

**Elizabeth Conde-Frazier, Esperanza College of Eastern University**

Our Student Context

**Author’s Note:** When I wrote this piece, I was at Claremont School of Theology teaching the “World Religions in Dialogue” course. This article comes out of that experience.

At Claremont School of Theology, we deal with a multiverse context where students come from many different cultural groups (Vietnamese, Korean, Chinese-American, Nigerian, Mexican, Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, African-American, German, Samoan, Tongan, among others) and theological ranges within Christianity. More recently, there has been a growing diversity of faiths represented (Wiccan, Pagan, Unitarians, Jews, Muslims, Buddhist, and Harekithsha). Among the Christians, we have a variety of mainline denominations (AME, Pentecostals, Charismatics, Armenian Orthodox, Coptic, the Metropolitain Community Church, and Catholics).

Given this context, when I enter the classroom there are few assumptions I can make about a common knowledge about students’ traditions. Even the Christian tradition is not the common Christian tradition. This means that in the organizing of my courses I include a variety of spaces for us to talk to each other about who we are. For this to happen, persons need to look deeply into whatever tradition has shaped them. They need to be aware of their own tradition that at that particular point. They need to be aware of their own tradition that at that particular point. They need to look deeply into whatever tradition has shaped them. Indeed there was a tradition that was lurking in their family’s set of values and patterns of living that shaped them. By listening to these places in their personal history, they are able to have a starting point for defining a new direction or for deepening and expanding their tradition.

I will speak about how this is a part of the “World Religions in Dialogue” course that we teach at the Claremont School of Theology.

The Introductory Course

The course takes place during a full academic year. It is broken up into modules rather than semesters.

- **Module #1.** The understanding of religion and its role in different faith communities.
- **Module #2.** The history of the Christian church’s encounters with other religions and the theologians that informed those encounters.
- **Module #3.** Explores our own theologies of world religions.
- **Module #4.** Looks at models of religions in dialogue.

Students maintain a yearlong “intellectual and becoming” journal where they engage the readings and interactions of experiences at an intellectual and personal level. A final reflection as they read their journal is submitted at the end of the course, where students speak of their beliefs, attitudes, and the way these have been tested, affirmed, or changed. They discuss experiences or moments that were transforming for them. In this discussion, they try to analyze the components of the transformation and how this might be helpful for guiding others on a similar trajectory.

We begin with an understanding about religion. This helps students become familiar with different definitions of religion, the different frameworks of religion, and the lenses of these frameworks. From this point we begin to acquaint students with some of the major religions through text, exposure to worship settings, and interaction with persons who practice these other religious traditions. These interactions include lectures, shared meals, sharing a particular social justice practice of that religious community, or participation in other practices with the faithful. Students are left to decide which they feel comfortable with. Students must participate in at least three interactions with a different religious community.

When the students have done some initial reading about another religion, but before we discuss it in class, we do a class visit to houses of worship. This is so that students have an opportunity to experience being strangers. Having too much initial information makes them feel as though they already know what things mean and this shuts them down to new understandings. It locates them in a place of power. In our discussions we also point out where they begin to compare rather than to explore information more deeply.

To understand the place of religion in people’s lives, we study the role of these religious communities for immigrants. For example, we discuss how religion is about reforming community, identity maintenance and formation, and empowerment.

To Engage Students in the Process of an Interreligious Becoming

This course is constructed to help persons understand their religious and interreligious becoming. Even when we think that we know our tradition well, it is not until we need to look at it from the perspective of an outsider that we realize that there is much about our own tradition that we had not thought about. The assumptions of our beliefs and practices have become cultural blinders that prevent us from seeing the process of religious and interreligious becoming places students with a broad understanding of their tradition and students who are somewhat undefined at a seminal standing. We start with:

- **A social location exercise to begin to define and become aware of categories of being operating in our lives.**
- **Discussion of Bobby Harro’s socialization process and Terry Fox’s multicultural becoming model.** These name the ways in which we have attained and are attaining our sense of the world, ourselves in it, and how we see others;
- **A religious genreop, with a reflection paper that looks at how students have been socialized religiously, how this socialization has influenced their present religious beliefs, understanding, practices, and attitudes towards persons of other religions.** These exercises help students begin to identify the religious threads of their own formation.

They need to explore and define these more closely. That leads to the exploration of theological pieces as well as worship formats and other spiritual practices in their lives. It leads to these “aha moments” in their lives about the attitudes they have toward particular traditions and practices;

We proceed to explore the ways that Christians have engaged the religious “other” in the history of different missionary encounters with Jesus and the Chinese, the Germanic peoples, the Nautl peoples, the Africans, and the Native Americans. We discuss the theological underpinnings that guided these encounters and how they were informed by the sociopolitical and historical movements of their times. This gives persons an understanding of the types of influences that give shape to theologies and missionary movements. It shows the ways that these become ideologies and thus form the consciousness of persons and consequently their ethical constructs and actions;

Through the use of Paul Knitter’s categories of religious theologies, students are able to locate themselves in the range of theological understandings of dialogue with persons from other religions. This entails gaining an understanding for how each of these changes their Christology and soteriology. If they had not defined their Christology or soteriology, this is where they begin (While they are taking this course, they are also taking a course in the Christian tradition which combines theology and church history);

This section also begins a classroom dialogue between persons of different theological perspectives. We reflect on what dynamics and information are or are not helpful to the dialogue. In their journals, students record the types of thoughts and feelings that they experience as they locate themselves and interact with persons who are located differently than themselves. This brings us to an understanding of the “proximate other.” It also begins to define a habitus of interaction for dialogue. We realize that the habits of the mind are important to one’s formation for dialogue;

Students study the different models of interreligious understanding from different theological perspectives (Heim, Hicks, Cobb, Panikkar, Suchocki, and Thichti Nahl Hahn);

Students engage persons from different religious communities as they relay their own experiences and understandings of dialogue;

Students explore a diversity of models of dialogue in literature, video, or community events or programs. Each model sees the final purpose of dialogue differently (some models promote exposure for appreciation, consciousness raising, and correction of prejudices, social justice, debate, or mutual conversion);

Students form a dialogue model that has as its grounding their theological understanding of interreligious dialogue and that addresses a particular context. They begin to give shape to these models by putting together Lego models and we have a type of an art gallery so that we can engage each other’s models and get ideas for the refining of our own;

And we also arrange for an interreligious panel to take place in class.

This is a hard course for students and professors. There are resistances that students bring to this course — rules of discussion are necessary. We have developed a set of rules that have been very helpful. One of the things we do is to encourage people to say “tell me more” when they feel themselves ready to judge. Professors need to be cognizant of the silent and articulate voices. There are moments for contemplation and silent reflection during which some students like to write. It is a way for students from more contemplative cultures to later find their way to express themselves in the discussion. Elders from the Pacific Island cultures may find their moment of wisdom during that time. We may use traditions from another culture that may contribute skills helpful to our process (i.e., the establishing of the “va” in the Samoan culture. The “va” is the space created for relational interaction. Each “va” is done in accordance with the type of relationship being formed).

The course makes use of different types of knowledge rather than simply focusing on rational knowledge. Rational knowledge is the intellectual ability to gather, organize, and use information in order to analyze situations. There is creative knowing or the capacity to remember, to imagine, and to create. It is the premonition of ideas. This is the person who asks, “What can I do with this information?” Heart knowledge is the capacity to feel. The emotions affect the quality of our interactions and work, as well as influence learning and dialogue. Being able to acknowledge emotions helps us to recognize contradictions and confusion and to gain clarity about power relations.

Do not underestimate the conflicts and contradictions that can take place when counte-

ers others or attempts to create community. Dreams are another source of knowledge. The Western world and its understanding of the enlightenment has trouble with this one, but

See CONDE-FRAZIER, page vii
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The Challenge of Theological illiteracy for Teaching Comparative Theology

John J. Thatamanil, Vanderbilt Divinity School

As it happens, my student is one of a growing number of students that come from nonde-nominational churches. Perhaps this is a gross simplification that approaches caricature, but if I am to make any number of my students as any indication, it seems safe to say that the Churches they attend are not among whatever the pastor in question declares Christianity to be. Precisely because these churches are nondenominational, there is no clear and self-conscious sense of connection to any particular historical trajectory within Christian traditions. So, it is hardly surprising that students from such churches have no access to a historically deep theological vocabulary even at a rudimentary level. I suspect that this particular configuration of theologi-cal illiteracy may be less common at denominational seminaries, but it is not uncommon in a non-denominational divinity school such as Vanderbilt.

But it is not just students from nondenomi-national megachurches that are lacking in even a rudimentary level of biblical and theo-logical knowledge. As Stephen Prothero has shown, religious illiteracy is a widespread phe-nomenon, and entering seminary students are not exempt. Moreover, instructors cannot safely assume that most of their students will come to seminary after completing a religious studies major. Moreover, a fair number of religious studies majors come from departments where theology is not emphasized or is even entirely absent.

The question I want to take up here is this: how does such theological illiteracy bear on the work of those who teach: theology of religious pluralism and comparative theology? I suppose the simplest and most playful way to put this question might be to offer a riff on Max Muller’s old dictum, a sacred mantra for comparativists: “He who knows one knows none.” If Muller is right, then what do we say about those who don’t even know one? Just how does one teach comparative theology and theologies of religious pluralism to stu-dents who lack a minimal command of their home tradition?

It is not my intention to offer comprehensive answers to that question so much as to spell out how and why the question is a serious, even daunting, matter. My primary practical intention is to describe and map out just those junctures in which theological illiteracy presents itself and then to offer some propos-als about how to move forward. In fact, as I proceed, I will attempt to demonstrate that every problem I identify is also a source of promise.

Illicity about Spiritual Disciplines

As a comparative theologian who works to bring Christian traditions into conversation with Buddhist and Hindu traditions, I find that my teaching of the latter traditions is improved by the fact that many of my students know very little about spiritual disciplines within Christian traditions. The standard claim that non-Christian traditions tend to be mostly ahistorical that their traditions are sim-plistic, enjoys considerable merit. Hence, it is impossible to have any adequate appreciation for Buddhist traditions without having at least a rudimentary and felt appreciation for basic forms of Buddhist meditation. I can and do remedy this lack by incorporating medita-

ion into the classroom. What I find more difficult to attenuate is my students’ sense that such practices are alien and akin to nothing in their own tradition.

Of course, the sense that the meditative disci-plines of Buddhist traditions are altogether alien is due to the fact that the vast majority of my students know little about Catholic and Greek Christian traditions; it is not surprising that their basic reactions to such practices are often expressed in a fashion that unwittingly echoes traditional forms of polemical Protestant anti-Catholicism.

“Might not this focus on meditation be a form of works righteousness? How is it that a tradition that seems so acutely interested in teaching works righteousness is so obsessed with inward meditation?” If my students were familiar with Catholic traditions of contemplative prayer and Orthodox understandings of the hypocrisy, some of these objections might be refamed and recontextualized. To know that Christian traditions too have emphasized practices of calming, concentra-tion, and abstinence would make Buddhist practices seem less exotic even if the Protestant question of works righteousness is likely to persist. At the very least, issues that seem, at first glance, to be entirely interdenominational might be refamed as also interreligious ones.

The promise in engaging this problem is that Christian traditions into conversation with Buddhist and Hindu traditions generates in my students an interest in homologous phe-nomena in Christian traditions. Indeed, it is often the case that it is precisely by introduc-ing the role and meaning of meditative disci-plines in other traditions that one can gener-ate in students a desire to investigate Christian traditions more carefully in search of intra-Christian resources.

Illicitity about Intra-Christian Diversity

The lack of knowledge about Christian spirit-ual disciplines points to a larger problem generated by theological illiteracy. Many of my students do not have a genuine apprecia-tion for theological diversity within Christian traditions. We have already seen how this lack of appreciation bears on questions of spiritual discipline. At a more fundamental level, my students tend to project their sense that Christianity is internally homogenous onto other traditions. Because they lack an appreci-ation of diversity within Christian traditions, they assume that Christianity is fairly mono-monic. It then follows by extension that other traditions too must be either homogenous or monolithic.

The promise in engaging this problem is multi-pie: I tackle this problem by teaching the fundamen-tal conflicts that are internal to other traditions. When I teach Buddhist traditions, I make some time to talk about internal ten-sions within the Theravada Buddhism as described by Madhyamikas and Yogacarins. As a still more subtle level the debates within vari-ous forms of Madhyamika schools. Such framing of the debate to invite my students to ask just what a tradition is. They come to see that a tradition cannot easily be depicted as a historical community grounded in consensus! I suggest that perhaps we know that we stand within the “same” tradition precisely because we understand each other well enough to know when we agree and when we disagree. A challenge in much interreligious conversa-tion is that we do not know just where we are in agreement. Ultimately, presenting debates within other traditions not only helps me to breach questions about what consti-tutes a tradition, but it also provides fertile ground for discussing abiding tensions inter-nal to Christian traditions. In sum, teaching the conflicts within other traditions can prove to be a way of moving students toward a deeper appreciation for the varieties of Christianites.

Illicitity about Christian Attitudes toward Other Traditions

Because many of my students are largely ignorant about their own traditions in histori-cal depth, they assume Christians are obligat-ed to be exclusivist. Not knowing about Justin Martyr’s notion of the logos chrestos or even Vatican II, they assume that inclu-sivist positions are the novel and idiosyncratic creations of liberal Vanderbilt professors. Not that they mind. They are happy to be more open positions on religious diversity. What is problematic from my standpoint as a theolog-ist is that they might assume that such posi-tions lack grounding in ancient strands of Christian witness.

The promise in engaging this problem is that much interreligious conversation is possible only by teaching the meaning of religious diversity for Christian faith allows me to talk precisely about the ancient and modern uses of the lогоs doctrine in Justin Martyr as well as in key Vatican II documents, most especial-ly Nostra Aetate, also known as the Declaration on the Relation of the Church to Non-Christian Religions. In so doing, I am able to find yet another way to teach that Christian traditions are subtle, complex, and internally variegated.

Theological Illicitity and the Temptation of Uncritical Eclecticism

Yet another challenge posed by theological illiteracy is the temptation of uncritical eclecticism. The challenge presents itself when a certain segment of incoming students enter as unreflective perennialists. Let me affirm explicitly that I take a reflective perennialism as worked out in the writings of Huxton Smith and John Hick to be a live philosophi-cal option, I myself don’t hold to that posi-tion, but some of my students accept an easy rather than hard-won perennialism. They believe that Yoga is essentially the same as Buddhism, which is essentially the same as Daoism, which is essentially the same as Hinduism, paraphrasing Hegel, in the East it is always night and all cows are black. For such students, Christianity is the problem. While Eastern traditions can be taken to affirm some material identical version of monism, Christianity is the tradition that cannot quite ground itself in comparison to the reli-gions of the East.

The promise in engaging this problem is compara-tive theology. Learning about other tradit-ion in rich detail deftly uncovers uncritical perennialist. Lack of my students this semester was brought up short by his first introduction to the Buddhist idea of anatta, non-self. He found himself utterly unwilling to face up to
I feel greatly honored to have been asked to serve on the Theological Education Steering Committee and to take up the mantle of editorship of Spotlight on Theological Education. I come to this role following twenty-five years of teaching, researching, and serving as a theological educator on three continents, my home of origins in Africa, my location of higher learning in Europe (Britain, specifically), and my place of current service here in North America.

Following obtaining my PhD from the University of Birmingham (UK), I returned to my native land of Ghana in West Africa, where for five years I taught seminary students in a Protestant ecumenical theological seminary, as well as other university students at my alma mater, the Department for the Study of Religions at the University of Ghana, Legon — a national secular university. In 1989 I returned to Britain, where I taught students from many different parts of the world enrolled in a master's program in pastoral studies and practical theology in a secular university department of theology — with Muslims, Christians, Jews, Buddhists, and practitioners of many other religious faiths living together and practicing their religions peacefully.

Following twelve years of lecturing in Britain, together with annual forays in teaching intercultural care and counseling to adult educators and social workers in Germany, I moved to the United States. I taught at Columbia Theological Seminary in Decatur, Georgia for three years and have for the past four years been teaching at Candler School of Theology and the Graduate Division of Religion at Emory University. The joys and sorrows of crossing boundaries and attempting to help others do the same have been the main activity of much of my professional life.

I am an African Christian who has been shaped and formed by Western Christian traditions, especially Protestant experiences and interpretations of Christianity in its various global expressions. My African religious and cultural heritage lies at the roots of my being. My Christian heritage has provided energy and impetus for my journey through life. I continue to enjoy teaching at the interfaces of these diverse fronts. As a theological educator, I have come to appreciate the tremendous value and significance for our understanding of God and the world that lie in global dialogues in which many participate.

I would like to see Spotlight on Theological Education provide a space where religious and theological studies are seen not merely as studies of the doctrines and propositions that can be made about God out of various traditions, but also as explorations of what is ultimately real and true about the world we inhabit and how we may all live faithfully and humanely with one another within this world.

I have been nurtured, stimulated, and challenged through being a part, for most of my life, of ecumenical, secular, and interreligious institutions in the parts of the world in which I have lived and within which I have traveled. My thinking has been shaped and influenced by experiences of traditions and peoples of many different faith professions. I am firmly convinced that interfaith dialogue and interaction presupposes religious and theological integrity on the part of those who participate in such activities. I perceive, write, and reflect out of my own African Christian heritage. Each of us theological educators inherits particular identifiable traditions and cultural heritages. I am convinced that “dialogue is not advanced by a mushy sentimentality that seeks to obliterate any differences between participants. There can be no dialogue without the owning of distinct and clear positions.” (Pastoral Theology and an International World, 7). Clarifying and critiquing one’s own faith positions are therefore crucial to any endeavor in theological or religious studies.

As such I would hope that three forms of integrity would continue to be the hallmarks of Spotlight’s contribution to our scholarly pursuits and to our craft as theological educators.

First, that attention would be paid to what I call “internal integrity.” Here the traditions, beliefs, and practices of particular faiths will be respectfully engaged by those who speak from within or without them with due attention to what is affirmed, to nuances, strengths, and weaknesses inherent within them, and that critical examination and reflection will be an integral part of this internal inquiry. Second, that there will be what I dub “external integrity”; namely, that respect, openness to learning, and nonviolence will be manifest when the faiths of others are approached and explored. Third, that religious practices as well as texts, doctrines, and teaching will receive scholarly scrutiny and attention. I refer to this as the “integrity of faith and practice.” This is not simply because I am what you might call a practical theologian. Rather, it is because far too much significance in our faith is conveyed through our rituals and practices for us not to pay attention to the practice dimension of our faiths.

I look forward to stimulating and vigorous engagement.

I would like to see Spotlight on Theological Education provide a space where religious and theological studies are seen not merely as studies of the doctrines and propositions that can be made about God out of various traditions, but also as explorations of what is ultimately real and true about the world we inhabit and how we may all live faithfully and humanely with one another within this world.
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that demanding denial and insisted in class, "I know that I have a Self!" Henceforth, that stu-
dent and others will find it impossible to speak of Eastern
religions in undifferentiated ways. He now knows about the millennia-long debate
between Western and Eastern about the status of the self. More importantly, he also
knows that the body-soul dualism is a contest-
that one can pursue, which is what the
question of the body-soul dualism is about.
Western and Eastern traditions had no such dichotomy.
Matters have become complex indeed.
Teaching comparative theology interrupts a
theological education by putting in the place
of the body-soul dualism in the Western
philosophy, the body-soul dualism in the
oriental philosophical traditions.
Differences are seen as abnormalities
that result in a theological enterprise of "the
understanding of the self." The challenge is:
that difference is not immediately evident, we pray until
the church becomes what it always has been, espe-
cially as its membership dwindles and they hang
on to the last vestiges of their religious practices.
Religious leaders today may still be formed or literate in a tradition but
must also understand the constructs and power of
the formative pieces of a tradition that they
might use them in ways that are life giving.
New rituals and symbols that are more rele-
vant to the lived realities of persons may
evolve from this type of formation because
students have come to understand the
constructions of these. The deepening and
expanding of the education takes place. The
energies that kept students away from their traditions are rechanneled in positive
ways. The problem will arise when they have to go
to ordination councils that wish to see the
church become what it always was, espe-
cially as its membership dwindles and they
hang on to the last vestiges of their religious practices.
Religious leaders today may still
be formed or literate in a tradition but
must also understand the constructs and power of
the formative pieces of a tradition that they
might use them in ways that are life giving.
New rituals and symbols that are more rele-
vant to the lived realities of persons may
evolve from this type of formation because
students have come to understand the
constructions of these. The deepening and
expanding of the education takes place. The
energies that kept students away from their traditions are rechanneled in positive
ways. The problem will arise when they have to go
to ordination councils that wish to see the
church become what it always was, espe-
cially as its membership dwindles and they
hang on to the last vestiges of their religious practices.
Religious leaders today may still
be formed or literate in a tradition but
must also understand the constructs and power of
the formative pieces of a tradition that they
might use them in ways that are life giving.